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Introduction 
 

This book is a collection of reviews on challenging and interesting novels. Together we 

celebrate World Book Day by recognising a wonderful variety of literature and exploring the 

meanings and themes behind these texts, many of which are still relevant today. Each 

member of class 10 has written a review on a novel that they read over half term, reflecting 

on their impressions of the book and how it relates to the 21st century. 

As books become dust covered and hidden away, it’s like pushing a story to the back of your 
mind. When we are all together, the stories start spilling, and that is one of the most 
amazing experiences. Stories are people opening their minds to others, so when people 
come together and read books, it’s like sharing a million minds. That should never be 
forgotten.  

 
There’s an art to reading books, no one interprets them the same, but a lot of people read 
the books that everyone else is reading, when they could read the lost books, and think the 
lost thoughts.  
 
“Books are everywhere; and always the same sense of adventure fills us. Second-hand 
books are wild books, homeless books; they have come together in vast flocks of variegated 
feather, and have a charm which the domesticated volumes of the library lack” – Virginia 
Woolf  

 

We hope you are inspired to pick up a new book after reading – enjoy! 
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               The Shining, Stephen King, reviewed by Louis 

Wholesome, bright, heart-warming… Are just a few examples of words one must 

forget as you get immersed in this paranoia inducing, twisted story of isolation and deliria the 

likes of which only a horror legend like Stephen King could come up with. Macabre or dark 

are understatements as you read further through the book you find a new developed mistrust 

for hotels and twin sisters. I personally will never walk down a corridor again without a 

certain degree of stress, and despite me thinking it rather masochistic subjecting myself to 

those levels of nightmare fuel, I read the book in its entirety in what was a stressful evening 

to say the least.  

Behind this layer of disturbing descriptions and hair-raising tension is a brilliant story 

of addiction and the dark spiral into madness in a plot which follows the main protagonist, 

Jack Torrance, an alcoholic writer who, just being fired from his job as a professor for nearly 

beating a student to death, accepts work as janitor at a once great Overlook Hotel. Thinking 

of finding peace and relaxation to finally complete his newest play, Jack moves to the 

overlook with his wife Wendy, their son Danny and rather unconventionally their son's 

imaginary friend Tony to begin five months of seclusion in the snowy mountains of the 

North. Grappling with the prospect of sobriety, horrifying ghosts and coercing mirages 

Stephen King perfectly depicts Jack as a good man with decent intentions, endure and 

gradually succumb to extreme mental strain and histeria. As contrast, his wife Wendy 

remains stable and must deal with the fact she is trapped with a husband who’s mental health 

is rapidly disintegrating and a creepy son who occasionally replies to her thoughts as King 

examines how dysfunctions can tear apart a family. 

As an intense psychological horror, The Shining touches on many delightful subjects 

such as to what extent can the human mind endure mental afflictions. Loneliness, withdrawal, 

cabin fever, hallucinations, relapse. All are explored by King through his main protagonist 

who is forced to take them on all at once with no support apart from his own internal 

dialogue. Each of these facets of insanity and their effects are portrayed honestly. Gritty, dark 

and overall tragic as Jack slowly loses all ability to discern what is real from fantasy and 

leaves the reader with the rather depressing thought that one can never know if they have 

become mad. The concept of addiction plays another central theme in the plot as Jack 

struggles to remain sober, made harder by the illusion of a bartender. The bartender in 

question keeps coercing Jack to drink and reminds him to discipline his wife and child, a 

perfect representation of an addicts reasoning and internal dialogue as the bartender serves to 

be the personification of lies one tells themselves such as “It’s helping me get through” and 

the repercussions which ultimately affect the people around you more in the long term.  

As underlying political themes and commentary go, The Shining contains none as far 

as I can see which only adds to the experience. The book's purpose is simple. With the sole 

aim of leaving you petrified, the book tells this gripping story free of boy scout opinions and 

self righteous proclamations that are often strewn around like preachy landmines in today's 

fiction. Revolving only within the setting of the hotel, King also would have had little to no 

references of the outside world to tie in with the main plot which I repeat, only goes to add to 
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the sense of helpless isolation throughout the read. Overall one can enjoy this novel knowing 

the experience will last through to the end without getting wrenched back to reality by a daily 

reminder of current events awkwardly jammed in the paragraphs as a subplot you don’t care 

about. In this I commend King as topics such as racism or abuse, even when presented in his 

works tie in to ultimately serve the narrative allowing the reader to make their own 

conclusions and leaving them without the feeling that they have just finished reading an 

ideological manifesto. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All the light we cannot see by Maddy Isaacs 

 

‘All the light we cannot see’ reveals the incredible resilience of ordinary people during the 

shocking hardships of WWII. Anthony Doerr’s unique novel takes an unbiased look at both 

sides of the story from the perspectives of a blind girl forced to leave the security of Paris and 

a bright but poor boy whose only chance at success is to join the Hitler youth.  

The stories of Marie-Laurie and Werner tackle real life issues that are still highly 

relevant today. Marie-Laurie’s four-year confinement within the walls of Saint-Malo, during 

which time she barely ventures out, seems relatable in these strange times. She manages to 

find pleasure in the little things (the sounds of the sea for example or collecting shells) and it 

is this that gets her though. Our struggle at the moment seems trivial in comparison and this 

remind us that if she could endure such hardship anything is possible.  

Werner’s story also raises thought provoking questions, such as ‘is it right to do 

something just because everyone else is?’. His decision to follow the crowd results in the 

brutal treatment of his friend Friedrick: timid, humble and ‘weak’, but the only person brave 

enough to stand up for what he believes in. Through this and several other alarming instances 

we see that inaction can be just as damaging as actively engaging.  

This deeply moving story invokes shock at the horrifying acts of violence and 

discrimination, sadness at the tragic futility and loss of war but also hope at the incredible 

way that people strive to help one another. 
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The Summoner Series by Taran Matharu reviewed by 

Kayden Payne 

The summoner series includes the books, the Novice, the Inquisition, the Battlemage, 

and the Outcast. The books are based in Hominum, where there is currently a war against the 

orcs. In the books, society is very corrupted and the story explores this thoroughly. The 

author manages to put information in the book that is similar to our own community. It often 

explores money and power and the ability to control people. 

There are some beautiful lines in the series that explore complex social interactions, 

such as "A warrior's greatest enemy can also be his greatest teacher." I think that this is 

something in modern-day life that we can all learn from. Even if there is someone you hate, 

maybe you could understand why and discover your own imperfections and flaws. With that 

information, you can build on yourself and remember that a part of you is because of 

someone you hate. 

Now looking at the main character a bit more. We first find Fletcher in a remote 

village far from the war raging in the south. He is an apprentice blacksmith who meets a 

retired soldier who gives him a book with a scroll. He goes to the nearby graveyard and is 

followed by bully Didric who tries to kill him. Though Fletcher manages to escape with the 

demon, he manages to summon with the scroll.  

When Fletcher meets the nobles, the wealthiest and most powerful summoners, he is 

angered by their behaviour. When eventually, he is put in prison in the second book. This is 

where we start seeing similarities to our own systems. There is a kind-hearted king who 

wants nothing more than for the various races to live in peace. Unfortunately, his father, the 

former king, wants money and power, making it impossible for his son to do anything.  

This is similar to our society because the nobles help the former king control his son 

to get more money and power. These are the things that the governments want today. Right 

now, global warming is happening, and It could be prevented. The governments, however, 

only see the profit that can come out of it and don't want to give up their money to help the 

scientist and engineers develop our saving machines. 

I would recommend reading this book if you like exciting battles and determination. If 

you want the experience of seeing just how corrupted governments can be, then give this 

book a read.   
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Review on John Steinbeck’s The Moon is Down by Alice  
 

On the surface, The Moon is Down looks at the resilience of the human spirit in the 

face of oppression, however looking a little deeper it illustrates crucial themes that are still 

relevant to this day: the assemblage of simple civilians will create a greater power than 

individual leaders and right will eventually always conquer wrong. 

Although never referenced directly, Steinbeck’s novel is based on the Nazi occupation 

of a beautiful, provincial Norwegian town that seemed to even have forgotten the protocol of 

war. But after many acts of sabotage from ‘the invaders’ with loved ones being murdered 

Mayor Orden decides to seek for justice and the citizens soon follow suit. 

Towards the end there is one quote I would like to highlight that illustrates one of the 

deeper themes of this eye-opening novel. At the moment it can be very easy for ordinary 

citizens to feel helpless and unable to make a difference, from climate change to political 

situations, but instances in The Moon is Down, demonstrates how decisions are vital and they 

can all make a difference. 

Colonel Lanser has the Mayor as hostage and is frightened whether the citizens will 

light the dynamite when he asks the Mayor “But do you think they will light it?” 

“The Mayor spoke proudly. “Yes, they will light it. I have no choice of living or 

dying, you see, sir, but—I do have a choice of how I do it. If I tell them not to fight they will 

be sorry, but they will fight. If I tell them to fight, they will be glad, and I who am not a very 

brave man will have made them a little braver.”“ 

The Moon is Down is a prescient-read especially in these confusing times, exploring 

many highly relevant topics. 
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Miranda Hart’s Is it just me? – a cleverly crafted comedic 

approach to today’s technology crisis reviewed by Evie 

Norman 
 

The fog that has blurred our vision and taken over our minds– one of the topics 

addressed by Miranda Hart in “is it just me?” is technology. Considering this book depicts 

comical views on day-to-day hiccups and embarrassing moments, the topic of technology 

seems rather out of place. Well in fact it’s quite the opposite. Throughout the book Miranda 

talks to her 18-year-old self about a range of embarrassing moments she's will experience 

later in life. When the topic of technology is introduced its almost painful to read the 

Interactions between current day Miranda and her 18-year-old self. It’s like explaining to 

your grandma how to work FaceTime over and over again very week of lockdown. But 

through the comical antidotes and painful explanations about what an Email is, an important 

message about today’s society shines through. This quote from 18-year-old Miranda - ‘might 

I politely suggest that you’re so obsessed with screens, keeping up with trends and tweeting 

with thousands of unknown ‘followers’ on a computer that you aren’t actually living a life?’, 

I think resonates with today’s society in a very realistic way, or ‘is it just me?’. 

Tearing away from the grip of technology- keeping to the theme of technology, 

another of 18-year-old Miranda’s rants struck a chord with me. The rant was this – ‘Do you 

remember what life used to be like? Do you remember spending hours alone, just playing and 

being present? I think with all your gadgetry you are never really present, never really 

focused on making an effort to meet people and talk, because you can communicate so easily 

and quickly!’ this quote is shocking because it’s true and you know it. I think that the 

incredible thing about this book, is that through all of the hilarious stories of embarrassment, 

hearing today’s problems in a way that makes you think back to when technology didn’t have 

a grip on you, is the most effective way of encouraging yourself to take that time away from 

technology and actually live your life in a present way. 

Oh, how a simple train journey has changed- reading ‘is it just me?’ really makes you 

think about life. Sometimes in a positive way, for example realising that everyone gets 

awkward in public situations and that although you’re working in a professional office job, 

when somebody farts and no body laughs, in reality everyone really wants to. But the book 

also makes you think about life in more of a profound way. It makes you think, wow when 

was the last time I felt present, and when was the last time got excited to go on the train 

purely for the view and the anticipation of the day ahead in a new city. Nowadays train 

journey are just something you have to do, and why not spend that time catching up on emails 

or on a conference call. Life doesn’t have to be like this, and this message from Miranda 

summarise it well – ‘try to go a day without your mobile phone. For you might just see 

something wonderful you would have otherwise missed'. 
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The Potency of Pride and Prejudice by Heather Leigh 

 

Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice is an ocean of wit and wisdom: immensely shrewd 

satire shimmers across the surface and deep insight and astuteness lie like hidden treasure in 

the depths. 

Austen’s novel is a must read simply for the pleasure of experiencing the turbulent 

romances, the lively characters, and the delightful 19th century setting in rural England. 

However, the novel has much deeper meaning than just a young lady finding her ‘Mr Right’, 

and girls and women today can all learn from the feisty, kind-hearted and fiercely loyal 

female roles in Austen’s masterpiece. 

The protagonist Elizabeth Bennet is a woman who still serves as a role model years 

after the novel was published. Despite enormous pressure from society, her mother, her suitor 

Mr Darcy, and Darcy’s aristocratic aunt, she defies sexist expectations and refuses Darcy’s 

proposal of marriage. At the time this was unheard of, but Lizzy’s spirit, bravery and strength 

of character allow her to reject the burden of societal demands and stay true to herself 

throughout the novel. 

She tells Darcy’s aunt, Lady Catherine, ‘I am resolved to act in a manner which will, 

in my own opinion, constitute my happiness, without reference to you or to any other person 

so wholly unconnected to me’. Lizzy inspires and encourages women to follow their own 

heart and remain in their integrity even when others try to alter their course or dictate how 

they should act. Her polite but unwavering resolve to live her life as she alone sees fit sets an 

example of how to live your truth and follow your own path no matter what comes your way. 

Lizzy’s determination to do what is right for her is an enduring form of self-love 

which we can all learn from. Another vital aspect of the novel is the beautiful way in which 

Austen incorporates love of all forms into her story. Romantic love is not glamourized as the 

best or most vital kind of affection, and the novel also features the heart-warming bond of 

connection between sisters, friends and family. Especially potent themes include feminism 

and the all-conquering power of a girl who knows her mind. 
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F. Scott Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby by Amy Duveen 

  

Many novels proclaim the title of the greatest love story of all time. Yet, it is only in 

the example of this novel that this assertion can be assigned and is true.  

The story takes place in New York, during the roaring hot summer of 1922, narrated 

by Nick Carraway, who had recently moved from Minnesota in order to sell bonds. He rents a 

house in the West Egg district of Long Island, a wealthy but unfashionable area populated by 

the new rich, a group who have accumulated their fortunes too recently to have established 

any long-standing social connections with one another and who are prone to garish displays 

of wealth. Nick’s next-door-neighbour is a man named Jay Gatsby, who resides in a lavish 

Gothic mansion in which he throws large extravagant parties every weekend upon which the 

entire town attend. Yet, not one of these many guests could formulate a factual depiction of 

the man’s character without the aid of embellished tails of whimsical villainy. Behind his 

exuberant exterior, Gatsby withholds a dark secret about his past, a deep lust that will 

eventually lead to his demise.   

The Great Gatsby is in many ways synonymous to the notorious love tragedy by 

William Shakespeare–Romeo and Juliet. Yet the tale unfolds as far more than just a love 

story. It is moreover a reflection on the shallowness of a life of frivolous leisure. Both tales 

are tormented with controlling time: Juliet wishes to prolong her present, as her future 

prospects with Romeo appear morbid and Gatsby strives to lay down a pathway for a blissful 

future by reliving the past. These desires to manipulate time connect with us as we have all, 

at least once in our lives, hankered after the ability to change our previous actions in order to 

resuscitate our crumbling present.   

In comparison to Romeo and Juliet, Fitzgerald’s writing is almost like a work of 

poetry, with tides of literary acuity cultivating a creamy and lush rhythm that envelopes you 

in its ocean of charm.   

However, unlike Romeo and Juliet, the characters within the book are severely flawed 

to the point where you feel no fraction of sympathy towards them. Even Gatsby falls below 

the line of redemption as to him it is not enough for Daisy Buchanan to tell him she loves 

him, but she must also renounce any prior feelings of affection towards her husband Tom 

Buchanan after five years of marriage.   

By many, this novel is considered bleak as those who tempt to dream do not achieve 

their aspirations. However, there is another message planted deep within the pages which are 

not that dreaming big dreams will lead to despair, but rather that chasing an undeserving 

dream will lead to tragedy. 
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Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre: Why it is still relevant today? by 

Flora Delfas 
 

   Why should we still be reading Jane Eyre today? It is a book from the early 19th century – 

how is that going to be relevant to today’s age? While these are valid arguments, a significant 

point is being missed; we’re still humans – we still have emotions and moral dilemmas and 

for me, this is what Jane Eyre is about.  

   Jane, the protagonist, is an entirely relatable character and a role model for many today; she 

goes through much hardship and difficulty, but not once does she lose her resolve or 

conviction of who she is. As we follow her, we experience her pain, her sorrow, her 

loneliness and her joy, as she is such a relatable character, struggling with these emotions as 

we still struggle with them today. With the plot developing, we see Jane spread her wings and 

blossom in her time at Thornfield, becoming loved by the household and the mysterious, 

brooding master, Mr Rochester alike. Not once, even under immense pressure from many 

people does she let them decide her future. She is critical of herself too, leading a sometimes 

solitary and lonely existence and about this saying; ‘The more solitary, the more friendless, 

the more unsustained I am, the more I will respect myself.’  

    Jane also has a strong sense of morality which shines through her every decision which 

comes mainly from her faith in religion. From an early age, God was all she had, as she felt 

very much alone and deserted, so she is careful to uphold her belief, even when others may 

question it. This introduces another question that this book addresses; the question of 

religion. When Jane meets Mr Rochester, he challenges her beliefs and makes her question 

her faith in a way she never thought she would. But, despite this, she carries on believing, 

showing her devotion and resilience in holding onto her beliefs, although perhaps one can say 

that she did gain a slightly enhanced perspective.  

   Charlotte Brontë’s novel is still an empowering read for all, especially for women as it is 

the tale of one strong, independent woman, who, after so many adverse events, leads her life 

as she wishes, without the constraints of conventions. Brontë addresses the issues 

surrounding gender roles with extreme clarity and directness, which was particularly rare at 

the time she wrote this book, as the feminist movement was only just starting. This means 

that this book was extremely progressive for its time. Pride and Prejudice, which was written 

about 50 years earlier in some ways addresses these same issues, but it doesn’t challenge the 

society of that time in the same way, leaving Brontë’s Jane Eyre in a unique position. 

    The thought of society’s power is a potent undercurrent in this book, as Jane, together with 

Mr Rochester fight to overcome the prejudices of their acquaintances, such as the rich and 

beautiful Miss Ingram because a marriage between a governess and her master at that time 

was unconventional at best. Today we still grapple with worries about how the world views 

us, with people even going so far as to change their looks or accents or mannerisms in order 

to appear more conventional. This shows that, as yet, we haven’t come far enough since the 

19th century to not feel oppressed by society and what that entails.  
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   Therefore, I regard Jane Eyre as a must-read for all those wanting to understand themselves 

and the society we live in better. Although it may seem strange to read a book from the 19th 

century to understand life today, it is still significantly relevant in sentiment. I hope you enjoy 

it as much as I did! 

 

 

 

The Beekeeper of Aleppo by Xanthe 
 

Christy Lefteri’s novel, The Beekeeper of Aleppo is a whirlwind of emotion, following 

refugees through a harsh journey of life. A fictional piece created from the people around 

Lefteri, in Athens from when Lefteri volunteered there and what she experienced, has been 

crafted beautifully into a well written novel, in a thought provoking and grabbing structure 

where it jumps from Nuri and Afra’s present to their journey from Syria. 

Nuri, a young beekeeper with a profound connection to the bees, and his wife Afra, an 

intelligent and sensational artist are plunged into the heart of war and destruction, losing their 

son Sami in its wake. Afra lost her sight, Nuri lost his bees, they both lost their home and an 

irreplaceable life was left behind, crumbled and blackened. Their fleeing was remarkably 

dependent on luck and the money they had left over but they both were weighed down with 

grief costing Nuri and Afra’s mental state to deteriorate until Nuri was seeing a fictional boy 

following him, representing his son Sami. Losing both sight of themselves, and their love for 

each other their friend Mustafa, is their only light and reason for carrying on, to England. 

 After months of trauma, rape, murder, and poor living they finally reach their 

destination, a small cottage by the sea in England, hosting, out of charity, a lodging for 

refugees seeking asylum. Finding Nuri sleeping in the sea, in a cupboard and in the garden, 

following the fictional boy, and Afra being blind, they are both diagnosed with PTSD. When 

Nuri confronts the fictional boy and realises he was filling the gap of his son, and Afra begins 

to gain her sight again, they begin to find their love for each other and acceptance for a new 

life. 

The way in which the situation is represented, a deeper and more powerful 

understanding is created for the reader which is more abstract than the news we hear of the 

refugees, and it takes the reader along on the journey feeling every pathway taken. It is an eye 

opening, affective, informative piece that everyone should invest time into reading. 
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Lolita by Vladimir Nabokov by Yasmine 
 

Lolita is a novel that successfully portrays the deluded forbidden infatuation and deceitful 

love of a contorted man, 

Wrapped up in his own desires. he moulds the truth into his favoured version of appearance, 

Humbert is the narrator and protagonist, an erudite intellectual from Europe. He is supposed 

to stay with relatives in France joltingly he finds the house in charcoal ruins. You will come 

to see this is one of the many times sweet dark “fate” has assisted Huberts ambitions.  

He is sent to live with Mrs Haze. Bothersome and irritating, he tries to fend off her smirks 

and advances. He was ready to flee from Mrs Haze, when he sees something,” It was love at 

first sight, at last sight, at ever and ever sight”.  

He sees childhood lost love in this little girl. But the art that palliates Humbert’s misery 

persuades him to stay. not free of criticism backlash and outrage this novel sparked the 

question. “Why would anybody want to write such a dreadful thing”. It is said Humbert did 

not commit these crimes, or perhaps they were downplayed - it is open to interpretation and 

that, perhaps, is what makes it one of the most notorious, and unsettling books of the 20thC. 
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Yellow Crocus by Laila Ibrahim, reviewed by Navaro 
 

Beginning on April 14th, 1837, on a Virginia plantation. Mattie, a twenty-year-old 

slave is taken leaving behind her beloved family and new born baby to be a wet nurse for 

Elizabeth, the new born daughter of her master. 

The story revolves around the growing relationship between the enslaved nursemaid 

Mattie who raises her master’s daughter Whom she calls Lisbeth, in a time where such a 

relationship was quite special. 

Then one day Mattie runs away with her baby while for the next couple of years 

Lizbeth is preoccupied with the activities of the other girls of her position, until one day 

Lisbeth becomes aware of the life she was born into and detests everything about it and so 

she runs away with her love to the north. Around a year later Lisbeth is pregnant and was 

having trouble giving birth to her baby and so the local midwife was called which 

coincidently happened to be Mattie and the two are reunited. 

The writer creates a clear picture of the lives Matties and Lisbeth live which are both 

unimaginable to the other. The divide between the two grows as Lisbeth gets older and her 

life flows toward the white world while Mattie lives in her slave quarters with her husband 

and her baby Samuel who she does not see very often. 

The way the writer took this true story and wrote the words of Mattie in first person it 

creates a more realistic character. You hear Matties voice as if you are there with her as she 

experiences both troubles and sorrow as well as happiness and joy on her journey taking the 

reader on an emotional roller-coaster. 

I like the way the writer has written Matties words with an accent as it gives a clearer 

understanding of what she is like as well as what people were like back in those times. 

I also like how even in the situation Mattie and Lisbeth are in and how different their 

lives are, there is still a strong bond and deep relationship between the two. Their story 

cannot exactly relate to modern day society but in a way, it can relate to the relationships 

between people. How no matter what race you are, weather you are swimming in riches or 

dressed in rags, it does not have to affect the love and friendship between human beings 

which I think is beautiful. 

In my opinion Yellow Crocus is a great and unique book that gives the reader the 

opportunity to learn about history as well as going on a journey, experiencing Mattie’s story. 
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Review of John Steinbeck’s The Moon is Down by Alice 

Friedman Carones 
 

On the surface, The Moon is Down looks at the resilience of the human spirit in the 

face of oppression, however looking a little deeper it illustrates crucial themes that are still 

relevant to this day: the assemblage of simple civilians will create a greater power than 

individual leaders and right will eventually always conquer wrong. 

 

Although never referenced directly, Steinbeck’s novel is based on the Nazi occupation 

of a beautiful, provincial Norwegian town that seemed to even have forgotten the protocol of 

war. But after many acts of sabotage from ‘the invaders’ with loved ones being murdered 

Mayor Orden decides to seek for justice and the citizens soon follow suit. 

 

Towards the end there is one quote I would like to highlight that illustrates one of the 

deeper themes of this eye-opening novel. At the moment it can be very easy for ordinary 

citizens to feel helpless and unable to make a difference, from climate change to political 

situations, but instances in The Moon is Down, demonstrates how decisions are vital and they 

can all make a difference.  

 

Colonel Lanser has the Mayor as hostage and is frightened whether the citizens will 

light the dynamite when he asks the Mayor “But do you think they will light it?” 

“The Mayor spoke proudly. “Yes, they will light it. I have no choice of living or dying, 

you see, sir, but—I do have a choice of how I do it. If I tell them not to fight they will be sorry, 

but they will fight. If I tell them to fight, they will be glad, and I who am not a very brave man 

will have made them a little braver.”“ 

 

The Moon is Down is a prescient-read especially in these confusing times, exploring 

many highly relevant topics.  
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The Great Gatsby by F. Scott Fitzgerald reviewed by Maddy 

Pond  
F. Scott Fitzgerald’s novel “The Great Gatsby” is the tragic story, set in the heart of 

the roaring twenties, of the young millionaire: Jay Gatsby and the unbelievable secrets behind 

his life- How he rose to obtain such money and power at such a young age and the forbidden 

romance between him and Daisy Buchanan; the young wife of Tom Buchanan and mother to 

their infant daughter, Pammy Buchanan. The story is told through the eyes of Nick Carraway, 

recently moved to New York to learn the bond business and cousin to Daisy Buchanan. 

 I absolutely adored this book! From the storyline to the writing everything was just 

incredible! However, I would definitely recommend it to older teenagers and adults as the 

storyline and language would be hard to understand from a pre-teen or child’s point of view. I 

also feel teenagers and adults can relate to this book a lot more and will without a doubt, find 

it incredibly moving- I shed a tear or two reading the final paragraph! 

 Over the course of the novel Nick Carraway’s curiosity for the famous Gatsby begins 

to deepen and secrets begin to unfold. I love that I could see into Nicks’ mind and read 

everything that he was thinking which made the book flow and helped me to form a 

connection to the characters.  

The Great Gatsby is an essential read for anyone who enjoys adventure, romance, 

historical fiction, or just loves a brilliant classic. F.Scott Fitzgerald is an astounding writer 

and The Great Gatsby is a book that will never become obsolete. 

 

 Runners by Ann Kelly reviewed by Angelica  
‘Runners’ is set in a disturbingly near future. It follows two children on the run in a 

totalitarian dystopian world not far from our own. Global warming has sent the world into 

anarchy and army camps called ‘sunshine camps’ are being set up essentially to control and 

cull the population, with these camps mainly targeting the poor and vulnerable. 

 The two main characters 14-year-old Sid and his 5-year-old sister Lo are on the run 

from one of these camps after being separated from their parents. They quickly adapt to 

living in the wild and scavenging for food but just like any main characters are faced with 

hard ships along the way. Their main goal is to reach their grandparents who all we know 

about is that they live in a town which has a ‘z’ in it.   

I think this book gave a very realistic version of a near future and how we adapt to it 

along with the consequences of global warming if nothing is done. It was a wakeup call to 

very serious current situation as not much needs to change for this book to become a reality.  

I think everyone could learn something from this book as its very convincing parallel 

of the present. 
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Atonement, Ian McEwan by Mia Syme 
 

Jealousy is one of the major themes carried throughout Atonement and the dangers of 

our emotions. Briony, the lead female protagonist, is entering the realm of adulthood. Due to 

her mother's illness she is wading through the hormonal transformation and realisation of the 

gaze of male affection all alone. In the first two parts of the book we experience an 

exaggerated loss of innocence, this is contrasted with the hostility of war and the warmth of 

summer, accentuating the dramatic prospects Briony is struggling to atone for. 

Throughout the book we are led to imagine that Briony is going to commit murder in 

order to bring secrecy to her life, a buried tragedy that would fuel her writing. She did 

something far worse, condemning a man's life and stripping his future of love and pride. This 

leaves the reader with the question of atonement.  Did Briony atone for her sins? We as 

people are constantly redeeming sins searching to please - but if you feel no guilt whilst you 

commit a crime, then do you deserve to be amended? 

The word atonement comes from the Bible and Christ sacrificing himself to reconcile 

our sins. He sacrificed himself to God, so in theory Ian McEwan has put us in position of the 

lord himself. Passing the dice and contorting our minds to build ourselves a meaning of 

sacrifice and justice was pursued by Ian's controlled artificial writing.  

So I'll leave this great resolve to the next reader, has Briony atoned, or has she 

indulged her fantasies? 
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TAKE A TRIP TO THE 

SUN OR GO CRY TO 

YOUR MUM  

How a madman and a narrative poet can change your life 

forever – On The Road by Jack Kerouac reviewed by Lula Mae 
  

Jack Kerouac was searching for the American dream before Hunter.S.Thompson had 

set foot outside his hometown. This is why On The Road is a searching tale for lust, love and 

life, the three things America had to offer to a broke deadbeat writer in 1947. Sal Paradise, 

with 50$ in his pockets sets off, as he leaves his aunts house in New Jersey in a hunt for the 

unknown and beautiful. And he finds it –in every corner of the American continent – fuelled 

only by: apple pie and ice cream, coffee and many quarts of whiskey. His travel is undertaken 

with a fixation to the wild and mystical Dean Moriarty and sound tracked by Charlie parker, 

which makes for an anarchic ride.   

It changes everybody’s life for good or for worse; it changed Bob Dylan’s life and he 

said it often (‘It changed my life like it changed everyone else’s,’). 

I love this book and so will you. It will take you on a drive through the high tops of 

New York buildings to the edge of a cliff. At this cliff it will tumble you down gently and 

smile as you fall into an uneasy cloud, before pulling you right back up as you hang 

perplexed -5 feet off the ground –. When you think things can't get any more frightening it 

will take you to a sweet spot in the country and sit you down with a drink.   

The book in its travellers’ simplicity has so much cause for influence. The iconic 

moments of each turn plead with you to run away- with nothing but a pair of Mexican leather 

shoes -to sees what the world will throw at you.  

 But you cannot. 

 Not anymore at least, I think and I wonder if it is plausible to search and find (in a far 

away place) happiness to the truest effect, anymore. Possibly the Deans are no longer wild 

enough, the Marylou’s no longer bewilderingly lovely enough or the villains to villainous, to 

pursue such a crazed adventure.   
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Jack Kerouac’s world was reformed with a post war syndromatic joy and this 

resounds in his words. It resounds in our minds as we read, that wonderful and raw 

excitement. This adventurous lust gives the reader unbreakable courage – the ecstasy, the 

uninfected characters and the fear of losing such a wonderful trip in the weight of modern 

realisation.   

I suppose yet again this wonderful tale could scare you silly, of the road and its 

mischief. You will curse it for the rest of your days and think of nothing else on any travel. 

This however will happen to the meek and weary, but don’t allow it happen to you. Let it 

instead a liven you and bring you dazzling influence. Don’t be afraid of the symbolic 

ramblings of a drug-induced poet. Don’t fly from a past truth and dismiss its realities, bop 

with Dizzy Gillespie and revive with the beats. 
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The Alchemist by Paulo Coelho, reviewed by Lughan 
 

The alchemist is a book about a simple Spanish shepherd boy called Santiago who has 

a recurring dream about treasure that is hidden under the Great Pyramids of Egypt. Whilst 

selling wool in a market town, an old, wise king approaches Santiago who advises him to 

pursue his Personal Legend and gives him two precious omen stones to guide him on his 

way. Santiago then sets off to find his Personal Legend (this is his purpose in life). He crosses 

the Mediterranean, overcomes some challenges and makes his way through the Sahara Desert 

to an oasis. There he meets his true love and the alchemist who guides him to the pyramids 

where he seeks his treasure.  

 

The style of writing has a good flow, it is an accessible read with a profound message. The 

key theme in this book, is to follow your destiny and to listen to your heart. This is 

demonstrated in three ways: No matter what you do, make sure that you do it because it is 

what your heart and soul desire; You will fail, don’t give up in the process and it’s the simple 

things in life that are the most extraordinary.  

 

The Alchemist is an amazing read. I recommend that everyone reads this book 

because it is so inspirational. The alchemist supplies insight and inspiration into our lives. It 

reminds us that whatever you do, do it because that is what your heart and soul desire, that is 

what you want. The following quote, “When you really want something, the universe always 

conspires in your favour”, is repeated several times in the book and I think there is truth in 

this quote. 
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Animal Farm by George Orwell reviewed by Robyn 
  

Animal Farm is a book set in the future where animals become as intelligent as 

humas. Pigs in particular can speak English and have started to revolution against the 

humans. The farm animals ae determined to create a world where human and animals can be 

equal, free and happy. Lead by two pigs called Napoleon and Snowball the farm animals 

manage to conquer the farm.  

However, Napoleon quickly becomes power-hungry leader determined to gain power 

and control over all his fellow animals. He creates a law saying that all pigs should have the 

best food and forces all the other animals to work insanely hard every day and night.   

Orwell was inspired this book by the events leading up to the Russian Revolution of 

1917 and then on into the Stalinist era of the Soviet Union. Orwell was a democratic socialist 

and was a huger critic of Joseph Stalin and hostile to Moscow-directed Stalinism. This 

attitude was born by his experiences during the Spanish Civil War. 

 

The Lord of The Flies reviewed by Olivia Ravenhill 

The Lord of The Flies was written in 1953 by William Golding. It’s about a group of young 

boys who get stranded on an island after a plane crash, they’re alone with no adults and the 

story shows how they handle this tragic situation. 

The story may seem a little dated to some, as some of the priorities back then were different 

from now, however the basic meaning of the story is still relevant. And although the story, in 

my opinion, is not particularly realistic, it shows well how human’s personalities and morals 

can almost completely transform in these extreme life or death situations. 

In many stories you see how each person seems to have different ways of dealing with the 

situation and different personality types really begin show, this book clearly portrayed the 

main categories of human nature you tend to see unfold in these catastrophic situations: the 

follower, the organised more democratic leader and the more violent totalitarian leader. 

As the story moves on you see the once relatively organised and group of children begin to 

crumple as people start to oppose different opinions and more outspoken personalities begin 

to quarrel. You start to see how some people become almost like sheep which are just herded 

and follow the directions of the farmers, despite the fact you might be going to the slaughter 

house. 

As all these situations begin to unfold violence becomes almost unavoidable as you see 

human nature take over these young boys who have been stranded to fend for themselves. 
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Great Expectations Book Review by Jamie Gatehouse 

Great Expectations is a classic novel written by Charles Dickens. Great Expectations is a 

romance, interwoven with crime and guilt. The plot follows a young county boy called Pip 

which is short for Philip Pirrip. Pip lives with his strict sister and kind brother-in-law (who 

always sticks up for pip) as the rest of his family have died. Pip leads a perfectly normal life 

for a 19th century boy, until he meets the convict. The rest of the story follows Pips dream of 

becoming a gentleman to attract a stuck-up girl called Estella. We also get an insight on Pips 

challenges as he progresses into a young man living in London. 

One of the reasons Great Expectations can be set above most other stories is Charles 

Dickens’ ability to portray characters in a very realistic fashion. The way Dickens describes 

not only the characters skills and abilities but also their problems and challenges associated 

with everyday life, gives the reader a chance to relate ad really connect, this draws the reader 

in and makes them feel like they are actually in the story, witnessing the events first-hand. 

Another factor that makes this book amazing is Dickens’ descriptions of the environment 

around the protagonists as well as the moods felt by all the characters in the book. The vivid 

descriptions conjure reality in the readers mind, this is something that many other writers lack 

in their stories. 

A down-side to the novel is in some parts the story can be quite hard to read and follow as the 

language is slightly different to our regular language today, this difficulty to understand can 

break the realism and this in turn can encourage the reader to put down the book and stop 

reading. Overall, I would recommend everyone to read this book once in their lifetime, 

however as I described earlier the book can be quite hard to read so it won’t be for everyone 

 

The Alchemist By Panlo Coelho Book Review by Meadow Star 

  
The Alchemist is a story about a shepherd boy from Andalusia, destiny, hidden treasure, and 

the meaning of love, life, and the soul of the world, where everything originates from.   

Auguries of Innocence   

To see a World in a Grain of Sand  

And a Heaven in a Wild Flower  

Hold Infinity in the palm of your hand  

And Eternity in an hour.  

 

This beautiful poem by William Blake wonderfully illustrates the profound parables 

portrayed in the Alchemist. Coelho continually refers to the desert as millions of grains of 

sand from where the sea used to be and one-day would return. He illustrates this concept of 

rebirth throughout the book especially halfway through wherein the protagonist has a 

conversation with the desert in the language of the soul of the world asking it how to turn 

himself into the wind and the desert asked why the boy wants to be the wind and the boy 

explains to it that it is for love but the desert says that is knows nothing of love. so the boy 

says’ ‘‘love is the falcon’s flight over your sands. Because for him, you  
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are a green field, from which he always returns with game. He knows your rocks, your dunes, 

and your mountains, and you are generous to him.’’   

‘’The falcon’s beak carries bits of me, myself’’ the desert said. ‘’For years, I care for his 

game. Feeding it with the little water that I have, and then I show him where the game is. 

And, one day, as I enjoy the fact that his game thrives on my surface, the falcon dives out of 

the sky, and takes away what I’ve created.’’  

‘’But that is why you created the game in the first place,’’ the boy answered. ‘’To nourish the 

falcon. And the falcon then nourishes man. And, eventually, man will nourish your sands, 

where the game will once again flourish. That’s how the world goes.’’ ‘(page 138).  

This excerpt intrinsically epitomizes the circle of life and death that everything comes from 

and returns to the soul of the world. For me, this is one of the most spectacular and 

inspirational books I have ever read because of its deep spiritual awakenings of all that 

glitters is not gold, listening to your heart to find your true destiny, the meaning of love and 

life along your journey to finding your hidden treasure.  

  
By Meadow Rose River Star  

 

The Tattooist of Auschwitz reviewed by Grace Martin 

  
The tattooist of Auschwitz (non-fiction) written by Heather Morris follows the life of Lale 

Sokolov during his three-year imprisonment in a German concentration camp. The story 

follows Lale from when he arrives in the camp in 1942 to when he escapes the Germans in 

1945.   

Lale is the tattooist in the camp, he marks every prisoner who enters with a number on their 

arm. While in Auschwitz Lale falls in love with a woman named Gita, who becomes his main 

reason to survive and continue a life outside the camp.  

The tattooist of Auschwitz is such a gripping book and is always pulling you in because in 

the camp, even with Lales privileged position as the tattooist every day is fight for your life to 

survive and see a new sunrise. One slip of your tongue or stumble in your stride could result 

in death. Or even just crossing an officer in a bad mood could be your end. You become very 

attached to the characters present. With the uncertainty always wanting to know if Gita and 

Lale make it out and live that life together that they dream about in the camp.   

The events in this book are also still relevant today in other countries but also in a 

metaphorical sense. Lale was trapped in a space for a long period of time. In a sense it relates 

to today's current situation in a global pandemic being trapped in a confined space. It gives a 

small insight to what life was like in a concentration camp but also an interesting way of 

learning more about the situation. The book also seizes your attention so well because in 

all the atrocity's that he experiences there is a contrasting side of love. Lale not only finds the 

woman he loves which gives you, the reader a sense that the stakes are higher but it also adds 

an element of hope. And it's not only love in a woman he finds but also a fondness in a new 

family. The Romani who Lale shares a block with and who he lives alongside as an outsider 

but is welcomed into their way of life.   

Although you follow Lale and later Gitas story through every movement the writing lacked a 

sense of description. Maybe due to the devastating and quite simply grim environment 
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that surrounded them. Also, with a story told to a writer and then written not by Lale 

himself there is the possibility that certain areas may have been dramatized or fictional.  

I would definitely recommend this book due to its educational information. However there 

may be a certain audience who the book does not suit, those who may be light hearted or who 

are looking for a cheery read this is not the book for you. 

 

The Greatcoats reviewed by Doron Mohel 
 

Put down a list of your favorite books, movies and TV shows. I am very sure that 

your list includes The Three Musketeers, Ranger’s Apprentice, and Star Wars. Well, guess 

what, Sebastien De Castel’s “Greatcoats” is a perfect combination of all three. The 

Greatcoats are a group of magistrates and just like the Rangers in Ranger's Apprentice the 

enforce the king’s law and have various talents ( including fighting skills and manipulate 

crowds), just like the Jedis they are hunted across Tristia by the Dukes, desperately trying to 

find their scattered comrades, and just like in The Three Musketeers, the main characters are 

the leader trio of Greatcoats.  

 

Now that we know that the plot and storyline cannot be anything less than incredibly 

gripping, it's time to take a look at the author's choice of language: there is a perfect balance 

between high - end nobility language and coarse expressions of farmers and very annoyed 

Greatcoats. The novel does not lack a good amount of (sometimes dirty) humour, as well as 

some serious passages.  Expect to experience subtle chuckles, laugh bursts, but also some 

tears as you worm your way through the novel.  

 

The book is written in the first-person perspective, which means that there are 

switches between scenes, and, as Falcio would call them, flipping cliffhangers (although he 

would use another word for “flipping). This tells you how straight forward he is with his 

thoughts about different matters, which almost gets him killed quite a few times during his 

mission of putting a thirteen-year-old girl on the throne. But don’t worry, the incredible 

archer and Jester Brasti Goodbow, and the calculating world’s best sword fighter Kest are 

there to pull him out of every hell he leads them into. When you start reading the Greatcoats, 

prepare yourself for a gripping novel you wouldn't let go of, even to eat lunch. The 

Greatcoats are coming 

 

Review on Crossfire by Malorie Blackman, by Alexander Spencer 

  
“Crossfire” is a book about a diverse society. Throughout the book you see many echo's that 

relate to political issues we have to this day. Their society is built on 2 sides, on one side you 

have the privileged who are economically/financially stable. On the other side you have the 
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unprivileged who are always one step behind and fighting to be ahead but are being pushed 

back, and struggle to make a living. The line is divided by skin colour, where the people with 

black skin are privileged and the people with white are unprivileged, this book really 

makes the reader think about how this relates to our own world problems such as racism.   

In the book there are 4 main characters, Callie, Troy, Tobey, and Libby. It is about how their 

lives intertwine with each other, often revealing many secrets and facing many challenges. As 

Libby finds out her father is Tobey himself, the soon to be first white president and Troy 

is Callie’s half-brother. Tobey and Callie have a love/hate relationship and 

they argue throughout the book and Tobey ends up blackmails her.  

The book comes from the original series noughts and crosses which is by the British auther, 

Malorie Blackman, that include 5 novels and 3 novellas. The series is about a world where 

black people conquer white people and though they are no longer slaves they nonetheless 

struggle to succeed in life.   

The series was originally inspired by the death of Stephen Lawrence who was a black 

teenaged by who was murdered by a racially provoking attack which happened in 1993. It has 

only in 2012 that 2 out of the 3 suspects were arrested, and the policemen who had taken on 

the case were found to be guilty of “institutional racism”.  

 

 

 

 

John Boyne’s The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas by Emily 

Finnemore 

The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas is a book full of innocence, oblivion, and, as the book 

progresses, learning. 

Bruno, the son of the Commandant, has to move from his luxurious, decadent five-storey 

home in Berlin to (much to his disgust) a three storey, cracked ceilinged, ugly house in 

Auschwitz (or ‘Out-With’, as Bruno calls it) when his father gets sent there for work. 

Unaware of the raging war or the torture and pain his country is inflicting on much of Europe, 

the bored nine-year-old spends much of his time watching the ‘people in striped pyjamas’ in 

the barbed wire encircled enclosure ‘fifty feet away’ from his house. One day Bruno plucks 

up the courage to go exploring in the ‘forbidden area’ along the fence line and discovers a 

boy called Shmuel, who turns out to be exactly the same age as him, to the day. 

In this incredible book, John Boyne manages to put himself in the shoes of an oblivious nine-

year-old and relate the story, through his eyes, creating a masterpiece of storytelling. Simply 

yet effectively written, Boyne makes the fact that Bruno is living right next to a concentration 

camp, without any awareness, seem normal. 

Originally written for children, The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas conveys the horrors of war 

implicitly, creating a captivating and powerful read for adults, yet potentially passing straight 

over the heads of children. In this way, Boyne narrates Bruno’s thoughts about what he sees, 
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leaving you in no doubt as to what is happening, without specifically mentioning any of the 

horrific traumas of Auschwitz. 

The story has many themes that run throughout. It explores what home means to different 

people; to Bruno (who perhaps represents children worldwide) it is a specific physical place, 

but for his father, it is where his family is. Friendship is another theme, and within it, Boyne 

explores loyalty. In the beginning, Bruno is quite self-absorbed as most nine year olds are, 

and thinks of himself over others. By the end of the story, his character has developed 

dramatically, which is shown when he risks his life to help his friend. For me, the biggest 

theme in the story is innocence. It is woven throughout the text, through the way that Bruno 

thinks, functions and his perspective on life. He is unquestioning, and takes things at their 

face value, a natural trait for a young child. He lives in a small world, focusing on the 

immediate environment for much of the book. The last main theme of the story is the 

impersonal, detached father-son relationship that Bruno has. His admiration and respect for 

his soldier father, despite not really knowing what his job entails, juxtaposes the close, loving 

connection Shmuel has with his father. The distress he felt when he went missing, caused 

Bruno to lift the fence to the camp to go and help, leading them both to their end. 

This is an amazingly powerful book; I would recommend it to anyone from twelve upwards! 

The simplicity of the story is carried by the varied writing structure, making it a gripping read 

all the way through. 

 

Susan Hill, I'm the King of the Castle reviewed by 

Francis Greenacre 

 am fond of horror and mystery and I find that Susan Hill, as an author, satisfies my 

need for such things in an articulate, gruesome and fabulous way. As such I was very 

eager to read her book ‘im the king of the castle’ and, though dreadful in many 

aspects, it did not disappoint.  

The main characters are Hooper and Kingshaw with book starting out with hoopers 

father making plans to move Kingshaws family to they’re property as a companion for 

Hooper.  

Kingshaws family are not wealthy people and as a result of this are forced to move around 

from pace to place. One would think that moving in with Hooper and his family would 

be seen as a blessing but Kingshaw was upset that he could no longer attend his boarding 

school although that was the least of his worries.  

The moment Kingshaw arrived at Hoopers it was made immediately clear that he wasn’t 

wanted there. Hooper was instructed to give his new guest a tour of the house but he did 

so in a very disagreeable way by sprinting from door to door forcing Kingshaw to follow 

him until it tired him out and Kingsahw had to take a break “This is my fathers room, this 

is a spare room, this is where trunks are kept, this is your mothers sitting room, now we 

I 
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go up the back staircase, this is a bathroom, this is a cupboard…”. I found when reading 

this I sped my voice up in an almost excited tone. The way the author writes this is very 

captivating, something she does well thought the whole book.  

Kingshaw was then shown his own room which, because of the particular warm day, was 

stuffy and uncomfortable and when Kingshaw went to open the window he was told, by 

Hooper,  that it was his house and he couldn’t open the window without permission. This 

caused an altercation between the two boys which resulted in Kingshaw being punched 

in the face by Hooper.  

This is the first of many fights between Kingshaw and Hooper with Hooper as the 

common denominator. Throughout the book Hooper makes it his personal challenge to 

make Kingshaws stay as uncomfortable as possible although uncomfortable is a huge 

underexageration.  

Susan Hill is a mastermind when it comes to thinking up the disputes between the two 

boys. Hooper uses his intelligence to trick Kingshaw into doing unimaginable things. To 

name a few about half way through the book Hooper manipulates Kingshaw into entering 

the shed in his garden the whereabouts of which are unknown to the rest of the 

residence. Hooper teases Kingshaw saying things like “youre too scared” “youre scared of 

the dark” and Hoopers personal catchfraise “youre a wuss”.  

Of course with a story like theist would be very wrong to give the ending away. However 

the novel is gripping throughout and Hill builds the tension as the story goes on. The 

story is thought provoking, chilling  and disturbing and will stay with you. 

 

 The Strange Case Of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde: by Robert Louis 

Stevenson reviewed by Lavinia Lancaster-Grinham 

 
Robert Louis Stevenson’s 1886 classic gothic novel ‘The Strange Case Of Dr Jekyll and Mr 

Hyde’ is a thrilling insight into a very dark Victorian London, in which evil behaviour 

lurks beneath an antithetical mirage of respectability and morality. The main view point 

of the book is by Gabriel Utterson, a lawyer who investigates strange events surrounding 

his friend Dr Jekyll and the mysterious and malevolent Mr Hyde. One strange occurrence 

happens after another strange behaviour on the part of Dr Jekyll and the unnatural and 

immediate revulsion everyone feels around the presence of Mr Hyde.  

 

I really enjoyed reading this book as it personifies a classic horror, where the setting 

appears relatively normal, however strange events gradually occur until the twist reveals 

the secret at the end. Essentially it is a metaphor for split personality ‘Jekyll and Hyde’. 
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This is a great short mysterious novel which appeals more towards older teenagers and 

adults, as the language and storyline can be quite challenging. 

 

The Strange Case Of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde is a ideal read for anyone who’s fond of 

psychological thrillers, conundrum, gothic science fiction and drama.  
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About the Authors 
 

Michael Hall’s Class 10 are in their final GCSE months and are currently polishing up 

their mastery of the written word by writing fascinating and original articles, and 

independently choosing and reading great novels. They completed these reviews as a short 

piece of homework this week, as well as creating new exam papers for their classmates using 

extracts from their chosen novel.  
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Anthony Doerr was born and raised in Cleveland, Ohio. He was awarded the 2015 

Pulitzer Prize for fiction and the 2015 Andrew Carnegie Medal for Excellence in fiction. 

Taran Matharu was born in London. In 2013 he began to write his summoner series 

and has since then sold over a million copies. 
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Jane Austen was born on 16 December 1775 in the village of Steventon in Hampshire. 

She was one in eight children of a clergyman and grew up in a close-knit family. 

Francis Scott Key Fitzgerald was an American novelist, essayist, screenwriter, and 

short-story writer. He was best known for his novels depicting the flamboyance and excess of 

the Jazz Age. 

Christy Lefteri was brought up in London. ‘The beekeeper of Aleppo’ was inspired by 

her time spent volunteering at a Unicef supported refugee centre in Athens. 

Vlademir Naboko was a Russian-American novelist, poet, translator, and 

entomologist. 

Ann Kelly is a British writer known best for children books. The Burying Beetle and 

the Bower Bird was Costa Children’s Book of the Year. 

Ian McEwan is an English novelist and screenwriter. In 2008, The Times featured him 

in its list of, “The 50 greatest British writers since 1945” and The Daily Telegraph ranked 

him 19 in its list of the, “100most powerful people in British culture”. 

Paulo Coelho was born in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Coelho was born into a Catholic 

family who were strict on religion and faith. At his parents' wishes, he studied law at collage 

but dropped out to travel the world. He later came back to Brazil to pursue his dreams of 

becoming a writer. He is most known for his novel ‘the Alchemist’. 

 


